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Topic: Simple kindergarten Word problems: Worksheet 1 

Max had toys in his school. Maya watched Max hide the toys. Andy wanted to know 
how many toys Max had. Maya gave some clues.  

There are fewer than 8. 

There are more than 5. 

There are not 6. 

How many toys did Max hide? 

 

Write the number ______. 
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Topic: Simple kindergarten Word problems: Worksheet 2 

John had toys in his school. Paul watched John hide the toys. Andy wanted to know 
how many toys John had. Paul gave some clues.  

There are fewer than 5. 

There are more than 2. 

There are not 4. 

How many toys did John hide? 

Write the number ______. 
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Topic: Simple kindergarten Word problems: Worksheet 3 

Cena had toys in his school. Botha watched Cena hide the toys. Andy wanted to 
know how many toys Cena had. Botha gave some clues.  

There are fewer than 9. 

There are more than 6. 

There are not 7. 

How many toys did Cena hide? 

 

Write the number ______. 
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Topic: Simple kindergarten Word problems: Worksheet 4 

Simon had toys in his school. Smith watched Simon hide the toys. Andy wanted to 
know how many toys Simon had. Smith gave some clues.  

There are fewer than 7. 

There are more than 4. 

There are not 5. 

How many toys did Simon hide? 

Write the number ______. 
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Topic: Simple kindergarten Word problems: Worksheet 5 

Porter had toys in his school. Smith watched Porter hide the toys. Andy wanted to 
know how many toys Porter had. Smith gave some clues.  

There are fewer than 6. 

There are more than 3. 

There are not 5. 

How many toys did Porter hide? 

Write the number ______. 

 

 

 

 

 


